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 ABSTRACT  Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been a great hand for many applications, monitoring of 
patient from different locations, military communication and data handling, the common traffic system is made efficient 
and traffic flow monitoring are a few among the applications. Suitable encryption methods are needed for security and 
communication.The encryption  key protocols are required to safeguard data and communications. Symmetric key 
schemes are not viable for mobile sensor nodes and therefore past methods have focused only on static WSNs.Hence 
symmetric key is apposite for dynamic WSNs.  In  this paper,  a  Improved Certificate  less  Effective Key Management  
(ICL-EKM) protocol to supports key revocation in dynamic WSNs is proposed. The proposed scheme is secure 
communication in dynamic  WSNs  and  categorised  by  node  mobility.  Key  updated  after  a  node  movement  of  node  
leaves  or  node connections a cluster and key revocation for compromised nodes are supported by our proposed scheme 
and ensures go forward  and  backward  key  confidentiality.  Our  proposed  scheme  of  security  research  is  effective  
in  a  number  of attacks.  We  implement  and  simulate  the  Improved Certificate  less  Effective  Key  Management  
(ICL-EKM)  protocol  to assess its energy, delay and threshold. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
Wireless  sensors  networks  have  emerged  as  modern day   technology   under   the   push   of   recent   
technological advances  in  Micro  Electro-Mechanical  Systems  (MEMS) technology, wireless communications 
and digital electronics [1].  Sensor  node  is  a  smart,  tiny,  self-organizing  low  cost multi-functional    device,    
equipped    with    battery,    radio communication,  microcontroller  and  sensors.  It  has  very limited  
processing  capability,  battery  power,  and  memory and also a restricted field of sensing [2] [3] [4]. A 
wireless sensor  network  (WSN)  is  application-specific,  designed  to monitor  and  control  physical  
environments  from  remote locations with better accuracy. Therefore, multiple spatially distributed sensors 
nodes collaborate and in-network process collected  information.  They  are  connected  to  each  other 
through short range wireless links, used as an infrastructure to  forward  the  collected  report  to  an  
authorized  user-end over base station [1] [2] [3] . 
Various applications  want  WSNs is to exchange complex  data  or contain   opinion   methods   that   require   
high   reliability requests,  and  they  require  a  high  level  of  security  to  be successful .   However,   strong   
security   is   difficult   to complete   with   source-incomplete   sensor   nodes,   and various well-known 
methods become infeasible. Wireless Sensor Network has much particularity that finished them very  
vulnerable  to  malicious  Attacks  in  unapproachable Surroundings    like    military    battleground    
[4].presence the secrecy of dynamic data transmitted between sensor nodes. The multi- level   key   chain   
scheme   uses   pre-determination   and broadcasting   to   succeed   a   scalable   key   distribution technique  
that  is  aimed  to  be  strong  toward  rejection  of service attacks , including jamming [5], [6].  Designed for 
large sensor networks, the SPINE (Secure Positioning for sensor   Networks)  algorithm   based  upon   . 
Demonstrable Multilateration SRIL (Secure     Range-Independent Localization) is designated [7]. In  this 
paper we discover the security problems for key management for WSNs. 
In  this  paper,  we  propose  a  Improved Certificate  less  active  key management   to   support   key   
revocation   method.   The proposed  method  overcomes  the  existing  limitation  such as delay, threshold 
and energy consumption of WSNs.  
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II. RELATED WORKS 
In   this   section,   we   discuss   about   the   background information  of the key management.  Key 
management plays a vital role  for  all  security  aims  in WSNs.  There  are  several  key  management  
methods  to increase the security levels. 
The  dynamic  key  management   model   for  hierarchical heterogeneous     sensor     networks     it     is     
need     for fundamentally  secure  communication  it  is  proposed  by Alagheband and Aref [8]. The authors 
propose a dynamic key   management context   based   on   Elliptical   curve cryptography  (ECC)    and    
Signcryption    method    for heterogeneous   WSNs.   The   dynamic   key   management scheme  was  
network  scalability  and  sensor  node  (SN) movement      specifically      in      liquescent      locations. 
Furthermore,  both  broken  up  authentication  and  a  fresh registering device are proposed through  
avoidance of SN compromise   node.   The   dynamic   key   management   is compared     with     the     further     
seminal     hierarchical heterogeneous WSN key management  schemes  for  better in   positions  of   
communication,   computation   and   key storage. 
Sattam   et   al.   proposed   a   Certificate   less   public   key cryptography  (CL-PKC),  this  typical  used  for  
the  public key  cryptography  which  escapes  the  essential  escrow  of identity   based   cryptography   [9].   
It   does   not   need certificates to security the validity of public keys. The CL- PKE  scheme  is  secure  
provided  that  an  overcome  the problem   is   closely   connected   to   the   Bilinear   Diffie- Hellman 
Problem it is very hard. Huang    et    al.    proposed    a    Fast    Authenticated    key establishment scheme, 
which achievements the difference in  competences  between  security  managers  and  sensors [10].  The  
hybrid  scheme  decreases  the  in  elevation  price public-key  processes  at  the  sensor  side  and  exchanges 
them   with   efficient   symmetric   key   based   processes scheme.  
The  authenticated  key  scheme  is  authenticates into    the    two    characteristics    based    on    public-key 
certificates.   The   public-key   certificates   to   escape   the typical key management problem in clean 
symmetric-key based   protocols   and   maintain   a   virtuous   amount   of scalability. The    authenticated    
key    scheme    can    be professionally applied on Mitsubishi’s M16C microprocessor     in     5.2Kbyte     
code/data     size,     and accomplish an overall handling time of 760 MS on sensor side,  which  is  improved  
than  the  other  entire  public-key based key establishment protocols we must calculated. 
 Wen Tao Zhu et al. proposed a Detecting node replication    attacks in mobile sensor networks [11]. A 
wireless sensor network  collected  of  a  number  of  sensor  nodes  is  often positioned   in   unattended  and   
punitive  atmospheres  to perform several monitoring responsibilities. Unpaid to cost concerns,  commonly  
sensor  nodes  are  not  prepared  in tamper resistant, and an apprehended node may be easily compromised 
by an challenger. The observing applications to   cripple   the   network   and   the   secret   credentials   to 
discovered,  the  challenger  can  make  countless  duplicate nodes that are on the face of it legitimate. 
Detecting node replication attacks is compared with existent solutions it is better    feature    presentation    
that    sensor    nodes    are autonomous  from  the  breakable  statement  can  correctly achieve their 
geographic locations, and that even free time organization may be in redundant. 
Du [13] proposed routing-driven elliptic curve cryptography based on key management method where a 
node just need establish communication with a small segment of its neighbors, not all of them. According to 
the routing information, cluster heads encrypt session keys with ECC and then forward them to adjacent 
nodes which need to establish communication .It saves storage space, however it does not consider the key 
update. Zhou [14] proposed a key management method for heterogeneous wireless sensor networks based 
on ECC and Trivariate symmetric polynomial. The greatest resiliency against node capture can be 
obtained,but rekeying will consume too much energy. 
 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 
Key management  is the main  construction  block  for all security targets in WSNs. Nowadays, WSN   have   
been   organized   for   a   wide variability of applications, including military sensing and tracking,  patient  
status monitoring, traffic  flow monitoring,  wherever  sensory  devices  periodicaly  transfer between 
different locations.The encryption key protocols are required to securing data and communications. In this 
paper,  we   propose  a   Improved Certificate    Less-Effective Key Management  (ICL-EKM)  protocol  to  key  
revocation  for secure communication in  WSNs and categorised by node mobility.The proposed  design  is 
comprised  of the  phases:Structure setup, Cluster  Creation,  Node  Movement,  Key  Update, Key Revocation, 
and Addition of a New Node. 
A. Structure setup 
The  Base  Station (BS)  creates structure parameters and registers the nodes by including  it  in  a  member  
list before  the  sensor  nodes  deployment. The creation of nodes for our proposed key  management  
scheme  and  sensor nodes are deployed over the region. 
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 Creation of Structure Parameters:  
 Choose  a  Structure  Parameter and  keeps secret value 
 Choose a  bit primer Number  
 Choose a Point Generator  

 Choose a Structure Public key 
 Choose cryptographic hash function 
 Node registration 

B.  Cluster Formation 
Sensor nodes  are  deployed,  each  cluster  head  through message exchanges to sensor node. Cluster head 
to control a cluster with the valid sensor node and they share a common cluster key.  The cluster head also 
forms a pairwise key with each member of the cluster. Only the cluster head is able to update the cluster 
key when a sensor leaves or joins the cluster. 

C. Node Movement 
Once  a  node  moves  between  clusters,  the  cluster  head requirement  accurately  achieved  cluster  keys  
to  confirm the   forward/backward    confidentiality.    Therefore,    the cluster head updates the cluster key 
and informs the BS of the  changed  node  position.  Over  this report,  the  BS  can directly update the node  
position.   
1)   Forward   and   Backward   Confidentiality:   ICL-EKM provides   the   key  update   and  revocation   
processes   to confirm  forward confidentiality as soon  as a node leaves or      compromised      node      is      
identified.      Forward Confidentiality  is  an  old  key  to  continue  decrypting  the new messages and  
Backward Secrecy is  a new key from backward    encrypting    old    messages.    Forward    and Backward 
Confidentiality are used to secure against node capture attack. 
2) Node  Leave:  A node may leave a  cluster  due to node failure,   location   change   or    irregular   
communication failure.  Here be located both  proactive and reactive ways for  the  cluster  head  to  detect  
when  a  node  leaves  the cluster.The   proactive   case   happens   as   soon   as   the   node actively chooses  
to  leave  the  cluster  and  informs  the cluster head or the cluster head chooses to revoke the node. Then in 
this case  can confirm that the node has 
3) Node Join: Once the moving node   leaves a cluster, it may join other clusters or return to the previous 
cluster after some period. We assume that    wants to join the cluster or return to the  cluster. 

D. Key Update 
Compromised  keys  and  frequent  encryption  key  updates are  commonly  required  in  directive  to  
protect  against cryptanalysis and mitigate damage. Now in this section we deliver the  pairwise  key  update  
and  cluster  key  update processes.In  Pairwise  Key  Update,  Only  sensor  nodes  can  update their  pairwise  
key.  Toward  update  a  pairwise  encryption key, two nodes are to shared the pairwise key perform for in a 
Pairwise Encryption Key Establishment process.In Cluster Key Update, Only cluster head can update their 
cluster key. If a sensor node attempts to change the cluster key, the node is considered a malicious node. 
E. Key Revocation 
We    take    responsibility    that    the    BS    can    identify compromised  sensors     node  and  cluster  head.  
The  key revocation  is  nothing  but  the  renewal  of  keys.  The  key revocation  is calculated by the 
Certificate revocation  list. The  Certificate  Revocation  list  split  in  to  two  categories given  by  old  CA  and  
New  CA.  The  BS  can  require  an interference   detection   system   or   malicious   nodes   or adversary’s  
device  to  detect .  While  we  do not  cover  how the BS  is  can  discover  to a  compromised sensor  node  or  
cluster  head.  In  this  paper,  the  BS  can exploit  the updated node  position  data  of  each  cluster  to 
explore an irregular node. Now our protocol, cluster head information  is  to  change  of  its  node  position  to  
the  BS, when a node joins or leaves a cluster. Thus, the BS dismiss prompt  achieve  the  node  position  in  
the  member  list𝜇. Designed   for   example,   the   BS   can   consider   a   node compromised  if the node  
withdraws  aimed  at  an  assured period  of  time.  Now  in  this  case,  the  BS  requirement explore the 
apprehensive node and it can be using the node error  detection  device  introduced [10].  Once the BS    
discovers    a    compromised    sensor    node    or    a compromised cluster head is to be used in a key 
revocation process. 
 

Performance Results 
The   performance   of   our   protocol   is compared  with  the  existing  method using the metrics energy 
consumption, threshold and delay The performance of proposed  key management  scheme is good  in  
energy level, threshold and low delay  as  compared    to   existing  key management scheme.  
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IV.CONCLUSION 
In  this paper, we propose the Improved Certificate less Effective  Key Management Protocol (ICL-EKM) to 
support effective key revocation  for  secure  communication  in  dynamic  WSNs. Each node must exchange 
the certificate to establish the pair-wise key and verify each other’s certificate before use, the 
communication and computation overhead increase dramatically. Here it is unable to access with large size 
of keys and it increases the overhead. Here we cannot provide more security. Resolve the key escrow 
problem. Here presented a Improved certificate less effective key management (ICL-EKM) scheme for 
dynamic WSNs.  Key  updated  after  a  node  movement  of  node  leaves  or node   connections   a   cluster   
and   key   revocation   for compromised   nodes   are   supported   by   our   proposed scheme   and   ensures   
go   forward   and   backward   key confidentiality. Our proposed scheme of security research is effective in a 
number of attacks and strong compared to compromise   node.   From   the   simulation   results,   our 
proposed   scheme   has   better   performance   in   terms   of energy,  throughput  and  delay.  The  
investigational  results establish  the  good  organization  of  ICL-EKM  to  support effective key revocation is 
in resource controlled WSNs.  
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